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Android studio auto indent xml



To automatically format your Java/XML files in Android Studio, use the following commands: As you are looking for a single point to go with your work as Eclipse did, there is no such functionality built into Android Studio, but it gives you the ability to do it through a macro. Follow these steps: In Android
Studio, open any of your source files. Press Ctrl + Alt + O Used to find/optimize unused import. If a dialog box opens, select Do not show it again and click Run. Go to Edit Macros &gt; &gt; Start Macro Recording. Press Ctrl + Alt + O. Press Ctrl + Alt + L. This formats the code. (Shift+Ctrl+Alt+L for
Ubuntu). Press Ctrl + S. This saves the file;) Go to Edit Macros &gt; &gt; Stop Macro Recording. Save this macro created with a name, for example: Auto Format. Boom, now you've successfully created your macro. Now you just need to add/assign a shortcut to it: Open Preferences. Look in the left bar for
the keymap. In the right pane, click the search bar and type the name of the saved macro (Auto Format.) Double-click your item. There can be two, no matter which one you click. Click Add Keyboard Shortcut. Set the keyboard shortcut to Ctrl + S. Finally, confirm the override of Ctrl + S to make it your
new macro. Quick Android Tip of the Day. Have you ever opened a source file in Android studio and realized that the code is not properly formatted? 3 keystrokes is all it takes to fix that. This works in XML files also not only Java and Kotlin. Mac auto-format code hot key: + ⌥ + L or Command + Option +
L Win/Linux: Control + Option + L As mentioned here, we have renewed XML editing support in Eclipse recently. A key feature we have improved is the XML format. Android Eclipse plugins now provide their own custom XML formatter. This formatter replaces the default Eclipse XML formatter, but there is
a setting that you can uncheck to return to the default Eclipse XML formatter. The new formatter basically formats the ANDROID standard out of the box, following the formatting conventions used in the Android documentation, tutorial and platform source code. In particular, this means that you will format
the XML differently depending on whether the XML is in a resource value file such as strings.xml or a layout file, or a manifest file, and so on. This is one of the main reasons why we provide our own formatter, because general text editors and IDEs tend to apply a single set of formatting rules to all files.
With our new formatter, for example, String values in this format: as you can see, each element along with its attributes and values are defined on a single line, and there is no spacing between the lines. On the other hand, a layout file will be formatte like this:Here you can see that there is a blank line
between each view element, and the attributes are spaced on separate lines (except the xmlns: original attribute that is placed on the same line as the root element). And here's a manifest file: Here manifest:Here elements of the same type are grouped, so you get a single block of &lt;uses-permission&gt;
elements. Another key feature of the formatter is that you can sort the attributes, either alphabetically or in the preferred order Android: idstylelayout width and layout heightother layout attributes, sorted alphabeticallyininining attributes, sorted alphabeticallyThis is enabled by default, so if you open an XML
file and press Ctrl-Shift-F to format the document, it will not only reformat your XML, but will reorder all attributes to follow the above order as well. Finally, we now support Format on Save, which is the same as the equivalent action in Java files: Automatically format the entire document before saving the
file. By default, the formatter will use Android default values for indentation: 4 characters of space. However, there is a setting to disable this option and have the indentation use the Eclipse XML indent settings instead (whose default is a tab character). Here are the current options related to the XML
formatter:Also note that files created with the new XML FIle and New Android Project Wizards now run through the formatter, so they must collect any custom formatting settings. In addition, the new formatter tries to be smart about partial formatting, where you have selected a range of text and only want
to format that part; it attempts to preserve the level of indentation surrounding the node and can also format, for example, only the opening tag, which is useful when you set an attribute on a node that has child elements, and it is expected that only the opening tag will be reformatted to accommodate the
attribute change, and the child content must be left alone. These changes are important for the Xml Auto Format setting edited by the visual design editor. We would love to get feedback on new formatting features in case there are important configuration parameters so that we can add, such as other
valid sort orders, other formatting settings, and perhaps even more important, error reports for scenarios where the formatter does not handle a particular XML file correctly. This article was originally published in: is how you can end up if you try to take a shortcut in real life, but it is not true for the software
world!! Here you are encouraged to take shortcuts such as autocomplete, generations of code, fragments and what you don't... A software engineer must know all the IDE shortcuts that he or she is using and must have the BENT environment at their will. Given a keyboard you should be able to navigate
through the IDE everywhere. This can its productivity collectors and is also less distracted than switching to a mouse/touchpad during typing. As an Android engineer I can only talk about Android Studio and here I will mention my top 11 most useful Android Studio shortcuts ( Windows / Mac ):Search
everywhere (Press Shift Twice / Pulse Shift Twice):This is the holy grail of &lt;/uses-permission&gt; &lt;/uses-permission&gt; shortcuts to navigation. It's very simple. Search Android assets, navigate to Gradle files, image resources, layouts, colors.xml and more. There's nowhere you can't go with the
double-change shortcut. Simply press Shift twice and a scroll menu will po2.pup. Something like this :As you can see I looked for color and presented me with the whole file with the color of the name. This is my favorite and I use it a lot in Android Studio.2. Recently Opened Files
(CTRL+E/Command+E):More often than not, you will not work with all project files at once. You would be working on a specific module in a project and will play around some files specific to that module. Android Studio has an option where you can browse the most recently opened files on the go. Simply
press CTRL+E for Windows and Command+E for Mac and a list of recently opened files will appear.3. Search for action (CTRL+Shift+A/Command+Shift+A) :So forgot what is the shortcut for a replacement action? Forgot what the shortcut is for a search action? CTRL + SHIFT + A has you !! You can find
actions such as Replace, Find, Run, Instant Execution, etc... I searched for the Run action and it gave me all the execution options that Android Studio has to offer such as running the garbage collector and debugging runner.4. Search by symbol name (CTRL+Alt+Shift+N/Command+Option+O): This
option is especially useful if you want to search for some variable or method names. Many times it happens that you have declared a variable in some local code and forgotten its origin, or you may want to find all the places where some value has been initialized or assigned. Well, the Android studio
makes this very easy. Simply press CTRL+ALT+SHIFT+N on Windows or Command+Option+O on Mac and type/guess a portion of the variable name. Android studio will present you with a list of all possible options.5. Generate code (ALT+INS/Command+N) :P thing time to write all reusable code, such
as getters/setters in model classes, toString implementation, parcelable implementation, and more. Android Studio does all this for you. Press ALT+Insert on Windows or Command+N on Mac and Android studio will list all the options that are available, such as replacement methods, implement interfaces,
toString implementation, etc... Android Studio Shortcut6 code generation. Override Methods(CTRL+O/Command+O) :When extending a Fragment or Activity class, you must override certain methods such as onCreate and onCreateView. In addition, you can also override lifecycle methods such as
onPause, onResume, onDestroy. Android studio generates all this reusable code for you. Simply press CTRL+O on Windows or Command+O on Mac and you will be presented with a list of methods that you can override. You can see that there are hundreds of methods that they can override and it is not
possible to remember them all. So this shortcut is useful during the development phase. You can also start typing a portion of the name of the method you want to replace and list will be filtered automatically.7. Delete Line in Caret/Cursor (CTRL+Y/Command+Y):If you want to delete the entire line, you do
not need to select with a mouse or press the backspace throughout the day. Simply press CTRL+Y on Windows or Command+Backspace on Mac and you're done. Basic Code Completion (CTRL+Space/Command+Space): Forgot the parameters required by the method? Methods such as rawQuery (for
SQLite) use many parameters that are difficult to remember. This is where Android Studio comes to the rescue. Simply press CTRL+Space on Windows or Command+Space on Mac and you will be presented with a pop-up window of all variants of a method and the arguments you expect. Basic
completion Android Studio Shortcut9. Quick Documentation (CTRL+Q/Command+J):This feature is also shown in the image above. Notice the gray pop-up box. This is the documentation box. Just as we can see the documentation of a particular method, including the class from which it extends and
some links to more details. Press CTRL+Q on Windows or Command+J on Mac and the pop-up box appears. Requires an active Internet connection.10. Collapse/Expand Code Blocks (CTRL+- / Command+-):All developers are familiar with callback hell, OnClickListeners, Dialog Click Listeners, etc...
These are anonymous classes that have a multitude of methods that must be overridden. If you have a large codebase, then looking at that code can be daunting. Android Studio offers this option to collapse all blocks of code, simply by displaying the method names so you can find the method you are
looking for easily, or just close all other distractions and make your IDE look clean!! To expand or collapse blocks of code, press CTRL++/- on Windows or Command-+/- on Mac. Take a look at the image below. The file looks so neat, showing only the method names :Collapse/Expand Android Studio
Shortcut11. Reshape the code (CTRL+ALT+L / Command+Option+L):Again this is one of the most important shortcuts you can use. You do not need to manually indent all nested if blocks or for loops. Android Studio takes care of all the formatting. Simply press CTRL+ALT+L on Windows or
Command+Option+L on Mac. The Android studio will re-reform all the code for you. And the good part is that it also works for XML layouts. It handles sorting xml attributes and indenting nested layouts in code so that it focuses more on encoding and less on figuring out what is nested in what. So, this
was my list of 11 most useful android Studio keyboard shortcuts. These have helped me improve my productivity collectors and I hope it will for you as well. Don't forget to follow me on LinkedIn and Quora. If you have any questions or suggestions, release a comment below and I will be happy to help
you. You can also connect with me in : the entire top tutorial at mindorks.comLearn data structures &amp; algorithms by AfterAcademy from here. Page 2 This article was originally published at: in: it's how you can end up if you try to take a shortcut in real life, but it's not true for the software world!! Here
you are encouraged to take shortcuts such as autocomplete, generations of code, fragments and what you don't... A software engineer must know all the IDE shortcuts that he or she is using and must have the BENT environment at their will. Given a keyboard you should be able to navigate through the
IDE everywhere. This can increase your productivity collectors and is also less distracted than switching to a mouse/touchpad during typing. As an Android engineer I can only talk about Android Studio and here I will mention my top 11 most useful Android Studio Shortcuts (Windows / Mac):Search
everywhere (Pulse Shift Twice / Press Shift Twice):This is the holy grail of navigation shortcuts. It's very simple. Search Android assets, navigate to Gradle files, image resources, layouts, colors.xml and more. There's nowhere you can't go with the double-change shortcut. Simply press Shift twice and a
scroll menu will po2.pup. Something like this :As you can see I looked for color and presented me with the whole file with the color of the name. This is my favorite and I use it a lot in Android Studio.2. Recently Opened Files (CTRL+E/Command+E):More often than not, you will not work with all project
files at once. You would be working on a specific module in a project and will play around some files specific to that module. Android Studio has an option where you can browse the most recently opened files on the go. Simply press CTRL+E for Windows and Command+E for Mac and a list of recently
opened files will appear.3. Search for action (CTRL+Shift+A/Command+Shift+A) :So forgot what is the shortcut for a replacement action? Forgot what the shortcut is for a search action? CTRL + SHIFT + A has you !! You can find actions such as Replace, Find, Run, Instant Execution, etc... I searched for
the Run action and it gave me all the execution options that Android Studio has to offer such as running the garbage collector and debugging runner.4. Search by symbol name (CTRL+Alt+Shift+N/Command+Option+O): This option is especially useful if you want to search for some variable or method
names. Many times it happens that you have declared a variable in some local code and forgotten its origin, or you may want to find all the places where some value has been initialized or assigned. Well, the Android studio makes this very easy. Simply press CTRL+ALT+SHIFT+N on Windows or
Command+Option+O on Mac and type/guess a portion of the variable name. Android studio will present you with a list of all possible options.5. Generating code (ALT+INS/Command+N) :P thing time to write all reusable code, such as getters/setters in classes implementation of toString, parcelable
implementation, and more. Android Studio does all this for you. Press ALT+Insert to Windows or Command+N on Mac and Android studio will list all the options that are available, such as replacement, replacement, interfaces, toString implementation, etc... Android Studio Shortcut6 code generation.
Override Methods(CTRL+O/Command+O) :When extending a Fragment or Activity class, you must override certain methods such as onCreate and onCreateView. In addition, you can also override lifecycle methods such as onPause, onResume, onDestroy. Android studio generates all this reusable
code for you. Simply press CTRL+O on Windows or Command+O on Mac and you will be presented with a list of methods that you can override. You can see that there are hundreds of methods that can be overridden and it is not possible to remember them all. So this shortcut is useful during the
development phase. You can also start typing a portion of the name of the method you want to replace, and the list will filter automatically.7. Delete Line in Caret/Cursor (CTRL+Y/Command+Y):If you want to delete the entire line, you do not need to select with a mouse or press the backspace throughout
the day. Simply press CTRL+Y on Windows or Command+Backspace on Mac and you're done. Basic Code Completion (CTRL+Space/Command+Space): Forgot the parameters required by the method? Methods such as rawQuery (for SQLite) use many parameters that are difficult to remember. This is
where Android Studio comes to the rescue. Simply press CTRL+Space on Windows or Command+Space on Mac and you will be presented with a pop-up window of all variants of a method and the arguments you expect. Basic completion Android Studio Shortcut9. Quick Documentation
(CTRL+Q/Command+J):This feature is also shown in the image above. Notice the gray pop-up box. This is the documentation box. Just as we can see the documentation of a particular method, including the class from which it extends and some links to more details. Press CTRL+Q on Windows or
Command+J on Mac and the pop-up box appears. Requires an active Internet connection.10. Collapse/Expand Code Blocks (CTRL+- / Command+-):All developers are familiar with callback hell, OnClickListeners, Dialog Click Listeners, etc... These are anonymous classes that have a multitude of
methods that must be overridden. If you have a large codebase, then looking at that code can be daunting. Android Studio offers this option to collapse all blocks of code, simply by displaying the method names so you can find the method you are looking for easily, or just close all other distractions and
make your IDE look clean!! To expand or collapse blocks of code, press CTRL++/- on Windows or Command-+/- on Mac. Take a look at the image below. The file looks so neat, showing only the method names :Collapse/Expand Android Studio Shortcut11. Reshape the code (CTRL+ALT+L /
Command+Option+L):Again this is one of the most important shortcuts you can use. No need manually indent all nested if blocks or for loops. Android Studio takes care of all the formatting. Simply press CTRL+ALT+L on Windows or Command+Option+L on Mac. The Android studio will re-reform all the
code to the good part is that it also works for XML layouts. It handles sorting xml attributes and indenting nested layouts in code so that it focuses more on encoding and less on figuring out what is nested in what. So, this was my list of 11 most useful android Studio keyboard shortcuts. These have
helped me improve my productivity collectors and I hope it will for you as well. Don't forget to follow me on LinkedIn and Quora. If you have any questions or suggestions, just drop a comment below and I will be happy to help you. You can also connect with me in : the entire top tutorial at
mindorks.comLearn data structures &amp; algorithms by AfterAcademy from here. Here.
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